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Design in Hand
The evolution of writing instruments since 1748

An Exhibition at the Providence Art Club

Making Curriculum Connections to K-12 Schools
This exhibition has the potential of being a wonderful catalyst to advance K-12
students’ understanding about design-related matters. The exhibition of an object
that is so ubiquitous as to be easily overlooked can be the inspiration for some truly
exciting learning adventures for K-12 students and their teachers. Far from being
simple things, writing instruments have stories to tell. We just need to look and
ponder. It's intriguing, for instance, to speculate about how a writing instrument can
be reective of the spirit of a time (zeitgeist), how its form and material can suggest
purpose and even owner, or even what might it have been used to write.
An exploration of the writing instrument can become a truly multidisciplinary
adventure. There are curriculum possibilities, for instance, for the art teacher, the
language arts teacher, the social studies teacher, and the elementary school
classroom teacher. With careful thought and imaginative teaching, students can be
invited to become designers of writing instruments, they can become archeologists
and historians charged with identifying a particular object's place and purpose in
history, they could become curators and exhibit designers of school-based
collections of writing instruments, and they could also become authors and poets
inspired to commit words to the page by an encounter with a writing instrument.

A Partnership with School Districts
In terms of making connections to K-12 schools manageable, it might be worth
considering inviting 4 school districts to participate in a project that seeks to connect
the Design in Hand exhibition to the public schools. I suggest that you might consider
the following:

Bristol Warren

Mount Hope High School (Christine Mullen)
Reynolds Elementary School (Denise Zompa)

East Greenwich

East Greenwich High School (Cynthia Duffy)
Hanaford Elementary School (Mia Festa)

North Kingstown

North Kingstown High School
Stony Lane Elementary School

Providence

(Tim Belt)

HOp€ High SChOO| (Valerie Kline & Laura Travis)
George J. West Elementary School (Andria Tegu-Conteras)

Educational Program Aligned to Design in Hand Exhibition
I propose that the program have three elements: (1) teachers’ professional
development, (2) school-based implementation, and (3) the critique of student work.
Initially, the teachers of the partner schools would be invited to participate in a
professional development event designed to act as a catalyst to ways in which the
Design in Hand exhibition could be used in schools. I suggest that a Saturday might
be the most appropriate day of the week for this to occur. At this time teachers would
have the opportunity to see the exhibit, and meet with its curators. Additionally the
teachers would work with guest designers and educators (RISD faculty) to brainstorm
ways in which the exhibit might inspire school-based instruction. Ideally, teachers
would leave with some curriculum resources to support their instruction. The second

phase of the project requires all participating teachers to design a lesson based on
the exhibit with at least one class of their students. During the second phase of the
project participating schools would be provided with the opportunity to visit the
exhibition. In the third phase of the project, teachers would return to the Art Club with
evidence of what their students had accomplished in the classroom. Finally, there
would some documentation produced that tells the story of the schools‘ involvement
with the project.

Potential Personnel Resources
Paul Sproll, Department of Art Education, RISD
Jan Baker, Department of Graphic Design, RISD
Kipra Nichols, Department of Industrial Design RISD
Bobbi Jarvis, Independent Design Consultant
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